Jane's Triangle…

My Triangle…

Bottom 1…

Difficulty Very Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 11

I love this one, it is one of my favorite triangles. It reminds me of the Cape Hatteras Light House on the Outer Banks of North Carolina. After all the paper foundations you all have done, this one is a piece of cake. Very simple, flip and sew.
Bottom Row 1

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997 using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "Bottom Row 1" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Bottom 2

Jane’s Triangle…

My Triangle…

Bottom 2…

Difficulty Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 31

This one just has a lot of pieces. It really isn’t very hard.
Bottom Row 2
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for “Bottom Row 2” as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Bottom  Row 3

Jane’s Triangle…                                     My Triangle…

Bottom Row 3…

Difficulty       Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 32

On this one, I have added a center seam, to make the paper foundation easier. It has a lot of pieces, 32, but again, it isn’t really too hard to do.
Bottom Row 3
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "Bottom Row 3" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  Bottom Row 4

Jane’s Triangle…  My Triangle…

Bottom Row 4…
Difficulty  Easy
Paper Foundation
Number of Pieces = 25
Bottom Row 4

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt
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©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997 - Present

Pattern for "Bottom Row 4" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Bottom Row 5…

Difficulty Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 41

This one, not only has 41 pieces, it also 10 sections. But, it is not hard to do. You can do it, I know you can!
Bottom Row 5

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Bottom Row 6…

Difficulty Medium

Paper Foundation and Applique'

Number of Pieces = 29

After assembling Section A, applique' the triangle to the top.
On this one I appliqued a little triangle after Section A had been pieced.
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Bottom  Row 7

Jane’s Triangle…                               My Triangle…

Bottom Row 7…
Difficulty    Medium
Paper Foundation
Number of Pieces = 26
Pattern for "Bottom Row 7" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  Bottom Row 8

Jane’s Triangle…  My Triangle…

Bottom Row 8…
Difficulty   Medium
Paper Foundation
Number of Pieces = 33
Bottom Row 8
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "Bottom Row 8" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Bottom Row 9…

Difficulty  Medium

Applique’ (and , if you choose, paper foundation)

Number of Pieces = 13

This one gives you options. You can applique the pieces to a whole triangle. Or applique to sections and let the seams of the sections finish off the tops of the applique. It is your choice.
Templates for "Bottom Row 9" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

Bottom Row 9
Applique’ Templates
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©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Bottom Row 09 Base for Applique
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "Bottom Row 09 Base for Applique" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Bottom  Row 10

Jane’s Triangle…

My Triangle…

Bottom Row 10…

Difficulty    Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 24

You will need to do a slight “Y” seam when you attach the top piece.
Bottom Row 10

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997 using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "Bottom Row 10" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Bottom Row 11

Jane's Triangle…                          My Triangle…

Bottom Row 11…

Difficulty    Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 36
Pattern for "Bottom Row 11" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  Bottom Row 12

Jane’s Triangle…  My Triangle…

Bottom Row 12…
Difficulty  Medium
Paper Foundation
Number of Pieces = 23
Bottom Row 12

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "Bottom Row 12" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Bottom Row 13

Jane’s Triangle…                   My Triangle…

Bottom Row 13…

Difficulty Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 19
Bottom Row 13
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "Bottom Row 13" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present